A set of clustering algorithms with proper weight on the formulation of distance which extend to mixed numeric and multiple binary values is presented. A simple matching and Jaccard coefficients are used to measure similarity between objects for multiple binary attributes. Similarities are converted to dissimilarities between  th and th objects. The performance of clustering algorithms with balancing weight on different similarity measures is demonstrated. Our experiments show that clustering algorithms with application of proper weight give competitive recovery level when a set of data with mixed numeric and multiple binary attributes is clustered.
Introduction
Clustering algorithms partition a data set into several disjoint groups such that objects in the same group are similar to each other according to some dissimilarity metric. Most clustering algorithms work with numeric data, but there has been work on clustering categorical data (Huang, 1998; Ordonez, 2003; Chae and Kim, 2005) . Cluster analysis on categorical data is not as clear as on numeric data. Moreover, clustering on large and high dimensional numeric and categorical data is not easy to work.
The standard hierarchical clustering methods can handle data with numeric and categorical values (Everitt, 1993 ; Jain and Dubes, 1988) using dissimilarity suggested by Gower (1971) , and other dissimilarity measures (Gowda and Diday, 1991; Gower and Legendre, 1986) . However, the formulation of distance between  th and  th objects on the mixed-type data has not been studied extensively in clustering with mixed numeric and multiple binary values. Huang (1998) studied  -means algorithms for clustering large data sets with categorical values, suggesting the dissimilarity between th and  th mixed-type objects. In his formulation, the weight was used to avoid favoring either type of attribute.
However the weight was considered only on the categorical attributes and the range of the weight values was varied from  to infinite depending on the data.
This work focuses on clustering a set of data with mixed numeric and multiple binary values. New formulation of distance based on proper weight that competitive or superior to Gower (1971) is suggested. Rand's (1971)  statistic serves as the measure of the retrieval abilities(or, reproducibility) and the agreements(or, correspondence) of clustering algorithms based on how they partition the object space. When  is , the partition produced by clustering algorithm is identical to the structure within data treated, that is  ≤  ≤ .
The extensive studies on using the concept of retrieval and agreement of on Gower (1966 Gower ( , 1967 has shown that distances satisfying triangle inequality from similarities can be done only if the matrix of similarities is nonnegative definite.
Gower and Suggested Distances
With the nonnegative definite condition and with the similarity,   , between th and  th objects,          has the properties of distance. Then function as Euclidean distance as dissimilarity measure between the th and  th objects was defined by Gower (1971) as shown below.
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At this point, we define reasonable and comparable dissimilarity measure between th and  th objects as Then the   for each pair of th and th objects is assigned as
The rationale behind this formulation is as follows: Euclidean distance is a measure of dissimilarity and, in order to have equivalence with similarity measures, it is necessary to divide it by the range. Because the significance of distance from either one of variables (quantitative or binary) is different, the   is designed to balance these cases by including an option as a weight. Depending on the pairwise comparison between th and th objects, the weights are changed and are used to avoid favoring either type of variables.
In this study, Pearson correlation coefficient,    , for the quantitative variable and product moment correlation coefficient,    , for the multiple binary variables, are used. However, any reasonable measures might be used instead of    and    , if they correspond each other in measuring similarity between the th and th objects within different types of variables.
Design of Simulation Study
Suppose a sample of size  is observed with  variables on each data point. 2)  and  are the numbers of continuous and binary variables, respectively, with     ;
3)   , the size of the th cluster generated from each population; 4) , the distance between mean vectors; 5) , the correlation matrix of the form,
where    and   .
For convenience, the number of data points in   is   , the number of variables is   , and the number of clusters is    in this study. Then a brief summary of data structure may be outlined as follows: 
so that the Euclidean distances between mean vectors are     ×    . For this study we set    .
Currently, computer programs which generate "multiple binary" data treat   as a multiple binary random variable are not available. One is not able to randomly generate a multiple observation in which each variable is an outcome of a Bernoulli trial. There is no correlation structure associated with the generation. Finally, a set of mixed-type data,   ×        , with three clusters was generated.
With this design, the results from clustering algorithms applied to generated data were observed by investigating the "retrieval" ability and "agreement" of clustering algorithms using Rand's (1971)  statistic. The values of  representing the recovery of true structure for the six    clustering algorithms were generated by the following steps:
1) An object space   ×  of data points was generated;
2) The distance converted using the formula          , where   is the similarity between each pair of data points in  , was computed and stored in lower triangular matrix order by rows as the vector   for Gower's method;
3) The distance    , between each pair of data points in   , was computed and stored as the vector    ;
4) The distance converted from association coefficient using the formula For each setting of the structural parameters, the above sequence of steps was replicated 100 times. Then the sample mean and variance of the  statistic,   , were computed for each of the six agglomerative clustering algorithms.
Consequently,   result is examined and compared to quantify the "retrieval" ability for each of the clustering algorithms, and the "agreement" between clustering algorithms based on Gower's   and our    calculated from mixed-type attributes for each setting of the structural parameters.
Simulation Results and Discussions
Based on the data from each setting of the various structural parameters, all results from the comparative study will be discussed with agglomerative clustering algorithms defined with    and association coefficients. However, discussion is made only on the results using simple matching and Jaccard coefficients since the retrieval is not good when Yule coefficient is used. The results from the simulation study are not independent of the fixed structural parameters which were specified previously. The results based on the settings                will be discussed since the recovery levels of clustering algorithms were not significantly different in our simulation study. Since the results from the single linkage are the worst among the six clustering algorithms in simulation study, it is excluded from further discussion. This implies that the use of    has an effect on the recovery of the true clusters in the data from mixed-type attributes.
Application to Real Data and Discussion
The use of different distances prior to applying the agglomerative clustering algorithm are investigated on the financial performance data (Affi and Clark, 1990 ).
For convenience, the 25 companies with 7 variables was used as the data set with three clusters that identified by different kinds. Details on 7 variables might be found in Affi and Clark (1990) . To obtain a set of mixed data, the correlation matrix was calculated and principal component analysis was applied. Then it was found that 3 variables ROR5(percent rate of return on total capital), NPM1(percent net profit margin) and PAYOUTR1(annual dividened divided by the 12-months earnings per share) were different from the other four variables. At this point, In <Table 4>, the agreements of the clusterings from the six clustering algorithms are different for the cases using two distances,   and    . By using those agreements among clusterings, a natural basis for organizing companies depending on their financial performance might be obtained depending on the characteristic of data. In recovering the clusters that identified by Affi and Clark (1990) , the reproducibility of clusters using    are better than using   if simple matching coefficient is used.
The highest recovery levels in <Table 3> were given by using complete linkage, (.0, .5), and (-.5, .75) with simple matching coefficient. This implies that two algorithms reproduce the clusters defined on the data more closely than the other algorithms. Further, the results from two clustering algorithms agree perfectly since the agreement is 1.0, as presented in <Table 4>. The results of applying clustering algorithms on    and   were compared. As shown in the results from simulations with mixed-type data sets, the retrieval ability of the clustering algorithms was significantly improved using    using Jaccard coefficient. Then simple matching coefficient instead of Jaccard coefficient
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by using the mixed data generated from Affi and Clark (1990) . A clustering algorithm, (-.5, .75), suggested by DuBien and Warde (1979) gives great per -formance on using Jaccard and simple matching coefficients with our suggested distance,    .
In the concept of agreements among several different clusterings, we might have more confidence in identifying the clusters using measures of distance    instead of   . Further, the highest recovery levels were given by using average linkage and (-.5, .75), implying that two algorithms reproduce the clusters defined on the data more closely than the other algorithms.
